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Abstract

The decay modes B to 7T7T, ij>Ks, K~D, irK and t]K are promising channels to

study the unitarity triangle of the CP violating CKM matrix. In this paper I

study the consequences of these measurements in the Weinberg model. I show

that using the same set of measurements, the following different mechanisms

for CP violation can be distinguished: 1) CP is violated in the CKM sector

only; 2) CP is violated spontaneously in the Higgs sector only; And 3) CP is

violated in both the CKM and Higgs sectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CP violation is one of the unresolved mysteries in particle physics. The explanation in

the Standard Model (SM) based on Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1] is still

not established, although there is no conflict between the observation of CP violation in the

neutral K-system [2] and theory [3], intriguing hints of other plausible explanations emerge

from consideration of baryon asymmetry of the universe [4]. Models based on additional

Higgs bosons [5,6] can equally well explain the existing laboratory data [7] and provide

large CP violation required from baryon asymmetry [4]. It is important to carry out more

experiments to find out the origin of CP violation. It is for this reason that exploration of CP

violation in B system is so crucial. The B system offers several final states that provide a rich

source for the study of this phenomena [8], Several methods using B decay modes have been

proposed to measure the phase angles, a = Arg{-VtdVtb/V*bVud), /? = Arg(-VcdVc*b/VtbVtd)

and 7 = Arg(—VudV£b/V*bVcd) in the unitarity triangle of the CKM matrix [9-14]. It has

been shown that BQ{B~) -> 7r+7r-,7r°7ro(7r-7r0) [11], B° -* i/>Ks [12] and B~ -+ K~D [13]

decays can be used to determine a, (3 and 7, respectively. Recently it has been shown that

B~ —+ x~/?°, ir°K~, TJK~ and B~ —* 7T~7r° can also be used to determine 7 [14]. If the

sum of these three angles is 180°, the SM is a good model for CP violation. Otherwise

new mechanism for CP violation is needed. In this paper I study the consequences of these

measurements in the Weinberg model.

In the Weinberg model CP can be violated in the CKM sector and Higgs sector. If

CP is violated spontaneously, it occurs in the Higgs sector only. I will call the model with

CP violation in both the CKM and Higgs sectors as WM-I, and the model with CP viola-

tion only in the Higgs sector as WM-II. There are many ways to distinguish the SM and

Weinberg model for CP violation. For example the neutron electric dipole moment in the

Weinberg model is several orders of magnitude larger than the SM prediction [15]. However,

the neutron electric dipole moment measurement alone can not distinguish the WM-I from

the WM-II. I show that measurements of CP violation in B decays not only can be used to



distinguish the SM from the Weinberg model, but can also be used to determine whether

CP is violated in the Higgs sector only or in both the CKM and Higgs sectors.

B Decay Amplitudes In The SM

CP violation in the SM is due to the phase in the CKM mixing matrix in the charged

current interaction,

^ + E.G. , (1)

where U = (u, c, t), and D = (d, $, b). VKM ls the CKM matrix. For three generations, it

is a 3 x 3 unitary matrix. It has three rotation angles and one non-removable phase which

is the source of CP violation in the SM. I will use the Maiani, Wolfenstein and Chau-Keung

[16] convention for the CKM matrix, in which V*b has the phase 7, and Vt*d has the phase j3

and other CKM elements have no or very small phases.

The effective Hamiltonian responsible for AC = 0 hadronic B —* TTTT, TTK, r\K , ipKs

decays at the quark level to the one loop level in electroweak interaction can be parameterized

as,

^Ol + c2Ol) + VcbV;q(ClOl + 0201)

t=3

where c{ (f = u, c, t) are Wilson Coefficients (WC) of the corresponding quark and gluon

operators 0\. The superscript / indicates the internal quarks, q can be d or s quark

depending on if the decay is a AS = 0 or AS = —1 process. The operators O\ are defined

as

O-jig) = —qrffiLbHegiq'^tlR(L)q , $8(10)



where L(R) = (1 ^ 75), and q' is summed over u, d, s, and c quarks. The subscripts

a and /? are the color indices. Ta is the color SU(3) generator with the normalization

Tr{TaTb) = 6ab/2. G£" and F^ are the gluon and photon field strengths, respectively.

O\> 0<i are the tree level and QCD corrected operators. OZ-Q are the gluon induced strong

penguin operators. O7-10 are the electroweak penguin operators due to 7 and Z exchange,

and "box" diagrams at loop level. The WC's c\_w have been evaluated at the next-to-

leading-log QCD corrections [17]. The operators (9n,i2 are the dipole penguin operators.

Their WC's have been evaluated at the leading order in QCD correction [18], and their

phenomenological implications in B decays have also been studied [19].

One can generically parameterize the decay amplitude of B as

ASM =< final state\Hq
eff\B >= VfbV;gT(q)f + VtbVt;P(q) , (4)

where T[q) contains the tree and penguin due to internal u and c quark contributions, while

P(q) contains penguin contributions from internal t and c or u quarks. I use A for the decay

amplitude of B meson containing a b quark, and A for a B meson containing a b quark. The

WC's involved in T are much larger than the ones in P. One expects the hadronic matrix

elements arising from quark operators to be the same order of magnitudes. The relative

strength of the amplitudes T and P are predominantly determined by their corresponding

WC's in the effective Hamiltonian. In general \P\, if not zero, is about or less than 10% of

m
For B° —* if)Ks> the decay amplitude can be written as

The second term is about 103 times smaller than the first term and can be safely neglected.

To this level, the decay amplitude for B° —>• ipKs does not contain weak CP violating phase.

This decay mode provides a clean way to measure the phase angle /5 in the SM [12].

One can parameterize the decay amplitudes for B —> TTT , Kw , r\K in a similar way.

Further if flavor SU(3) symmetry is a good symmetry there are certain relations among
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the decay amplitudes [20]. I will assume the validity of the SU(3) symmetry in my later

analysis. The operators Q"2, O\^ O3-6,n,i2) a n ^ 07-io transform under SU(3) symmetry

as 3n + 3(, + 6 + 15, 3, 3, and 3O + 3j, + 6 + 15, respectively. Flavor SU(3) symmetry predicts

7T-) , (6)

/<~) . (7)

Isospin symmetry also imply eq.(6). These relations form two triangles in the complex plan

which provide important information for obtaining phase angles a and 7 [11,14].

I parameterize the decay amplitudes in the SM as

\VtbV*\PK-no ,

, (8)

The decay amplitudes ASM^0^0)
 an<i ASM(K~II)

 a r e obtained by the SU(3) relations in

eqs.(6) and (7).

I would like to point out that Asjw(7r~7r°) and \/2A(K~7T°) — A(KOTT~) only receive

contributions from the effective operators which transform as 15 [14,22],

VubV:3C^+ VtbV;sC^ , (9)

where C^is the invariant amplitude due to operators transform as 15 under SU(3) symmetry.

This is an important property useful for my later discussions. The second term in As\f(n~K0)

is less than 3% of the first term [21]. For all practical purposes it can be neglected. However,

the second term on the right hand side of the second equation in eq.(9) can not be neglected

because there is an enhancement factor |Vji,Vj*|/|K6K*sl which is about 50 [22].

The effective Hamiltonian responsible for B -+ DK decay is given by



HeJf = ~^{VubVc:

^ u . + cic^Lbs^Lu)} . (10)

The decay amplitudes for B~ —> K~D° and 5 " —> K~D°, respectively, are given by

6/CD . (11)

From the above, one easily obtains the decay amplitude for B~ —* K~Dcp with DCP =

(D° - D°)/\/2 being the CP even eigenstate,

ASM(K-DCP) = ^=[ASM{K-D°) - ASM{K-DQ)] . (12)

This relation form a triangle in the complex plan which is useful in determining the phase

angle 7 in the SM [13].

B Decay Amplitudes In The Weinberg Model

In the Weinberg model, besides the CP violating phase in the CKM matrix, CP violation

for hadronic B decays can also arise from the exchange of charged Higgs at tree and loop

levels, and also neutral Higgs at loop levels. In this model, there are two physical charged

Higgs particles and three neutral Higgs particles. The neutral Higgs couplings to fermions are

flavor conserving and proportional to the fermion masses. Flavor changing decay amplitude

can only be generated at loop level. For the cases in consideration, all involve light fermions,

the CP violating amplitude generated by neutral Higgs exchange is very small and can

be neglected. The exchange of charged Higgs may generate sizable CP violating decay

amplitudes, however. The charged Higgs couplings to fermions are given by [25]

L = 27^G1J2U[VKMMD(a1H^ + a2H
+)R + MuVKM(^H+ + /32H+)L]D + H.C. , (13)

where MU,D are the diagonal up and down quark mass matrices. The parameters a,- and /?,•

are obtained from diagonalizing charged Higgs masses and can be written as,



/ a.2 = /

= (cic2c3 + s2S3elSH)/stC2 , As = (cic253 - s2c3e
lSH)/siC2 , (14)

where 5,- = sinOi and C{ = cosOi with 0,- being the rotation angles, and Sfj is a CP violating

phase. The decay amplitudes due to exchange of charged Higgs at tree level will be propor-

tional to VjbVpq{m,bm}ijm2
H.)ai^*. Therefore if a decay involves light quark, the amplitude

will be suppressed. However, at one loop level if the internal quark masses are large, sizable

CP violating decay amplitude may be generated. The leading term is from the strong dipole

penguin interaction with top quark in the loop [26],

LDP =/On ,

This is not suppressed compared with the penguin contributions in the SM. There is also a

similar contribution from the operator On. However the WC of this operator is suppressed

by a factor of aem/as and its contribution to B decays can be neglected. I write the On

contribution to B decays as

Afina, = VtbV*aJina,e
ia» , (16)

where a# is the phase in / which is decay mode independent, and a/,-no/ = | / | <

final state\On\B > which is decay mode dependent. Note that LDP transforms as 3

under SU(3) symmetry. It does not contribute to A(7r~7r°) and V^A(/<""7r°) - A(K°ir~).

The decay amplitudes in the Weinberg model can be written as

-~

+ VtbVt:e
ia»ai/K . (17)



In the SU(3) limit aW7r =

The decay amplitudes for D -+ KD only have contributions from tree operators. Because

the CP violating amplitude from tree level charged Higgs exchange is negligibly small, to a

good approximation,

Aw{KD) = ASM(KD) . (18)

The decay amplitudes for both the WM-I and WM-II have the same form given in

eqs. (17) and (18). In the WM-I CP is violated in both the CKM and Higgs sectors with

0. In the WM-II CP is violated only in the Higgs sector with a = (3 = 7 = 0, but

0. I will drop the asterisk of the CKM matrix elements in the WM-II.

II. CP VIOLATION IN B DECAYS

B —> 7T7T Decays

In the time evolution of the rate asymmetry for B° —> 7r+7r~ and B° —» 7r~7r+, there are

two terms varying with time, one varies as a cosine function and the other as a sine function.

The coefficients of these two terms can be measured experimentally. The coefficient of the

sine term is given by [12]

where p and q are the mixing parameters defined by

\BH > = p\B° > +q\B° > , \BL > = q\B° > -p\B° > , (20)

where \BH,L > are the heavy and light mass eigenstates, respectively.

In the SM, the mixing is dominated by the top quark loop in the box diagram, and

q _ VttVtd _ 3,7?

P

One obtains



= r (r2i

V \VubV:d\T^- + \VtbVt*d\P^«-e-W+y))

H£Shto+«*->- (22)

The ratio | A S M | / | ASM I c a n be determined from time integrated rate asymmetry at symmet-

ric [24] and asymmetric colliders [8]. If (9+_ can be determined, the phase angle a can be

determined. To determine 0+_, Gronau and London [11] proposed to use the isospin relation

ineq.(6),

V ^ T T V ) + V^A^-*0) = A{ir+«-) , (23)

and normalize the amplitudes A2 = y/2exlASM{K~K°) and A2 = \ /2e" t 7ASM{K+K°) on the

real axis. The triangle is shown in Figure 1. It is easy to see from eq.(22) that the angle 0+_

is given by phase angle difference between A\ = e^AsM(n+'x~) and A\ = e~t7A5M(i'~7r+)-

It can be easily read off froir Figure 1.

In the Weinberg model, similar measurement will obtain different result. In the WM-I,

in addition to the phase /?, there is also a phase Pa in q/p due to charged Higgs exchange

in the box diagram. One obtains q/p = e~2t^+l3H\ and

( 2 4 )

This equation has the same form as eq.(22) for the SM. The determination of a — PH

is exactly the same as a in the SM except that in this case A\ — e>yAw(^+^") and

A\ = e~%1Aw(ft~TT+). The phase fin can be neglected because it is suppressed by a fac-

tor of mbmt/mjj. The measurement proposed here still measures a even though there is an

additional CP violating phase in B° —»• 7r+7r~(7r°7r°) decay amplitudes.

If CP is violated spontaneously, the result will be dramatically different. Here the CP

violating weak phases in ASM are all zero. The amplitude ^42 = \f2Aw{^~^0) is equal to



Ai = \/2j4wr(7r+7r0), and can be normalized to be real. Now using the isospin triangle in

Figure 1, one easily obtains the phase in ,Aw(7r+7r~)//4w(7r~7r~t"), and therefore determine

the phase angle /?//. One would obtain a very small value. This will be a test for spontaneous

CP violation model WM-II.

Using the isospin triangle in Figure 1, the CP violating amplitude \a^\2sin2djj in the

WM-II can also be determined. It is given by

M Wa*= mk? (25)

This measurement will also serve as a test for the WM-II. I will come back to this later.

B -+ ij>Ks Decay

In the SM, the cleanest way to measure /3 is to measure the parameter ImX for B° —> ij)Ks

decay [12]. In this case,

= Im f*^^) • (26)
\pAsMWKs))

Neglecting the small term proportional to KfcV̂ .*, one obtains

Im\+K = Im {q~y0\ = sin(2(3) . (27)
\P Vcb VCS )

This is a very clean way to measure the phase angle (3 in the SM.

In the Weinberg model, the same measurement will give different result. In the WM-I,

one has

- Im f
- Ira \

The amplitude from the new contribution proportional to a^x is expected to be about 10%

of the SM contribution. Even though /3# is small, ImX^K in the WM-I will be different

from -sm(2/3), This measurement alone will not be able to distinguish the SM and WM-I.

However combining the result from this measurement and knowledge about a determined

from the previous section and 7 to be determined in the next section, one can distinguish
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the SM from the WM-I. If the SM is the correct model, the phase angles a, 7 and ft will

add up to 180°. However if the WM-I is the right model and one naively interprets Im\^s

to be —sin(2/3), the sum of the three phase angles will not be 180°.

In the WM-II, the measurement IrnX^Ks wu^ only measure the phase difference between

A{t))Ks) and A(if>Ks) which is smaller than the value for the SM and WM-I, A small exper-

imental value for ImX^K is an indication for the WM-II.

B~ —»• K~D Decays

In the SM and WM-I, the triangle relation

A{K~EP) - A{I(-D°) = V2A{K-DCp) , (29)

provides a measurement for the phase angle 7. The phase 7 is given as shown in Figure 2

[13].

In the WM-II, there are no CP violating weak phase angles in these decay amplitudes.

The triangles for the particle decays and anti-particle decays will be identical. One should

be aware that in the SM and WM-I if the strong rescattering phases are all zero the triangles

for the particle and anti-particle decays will also be identical, one must put the two triangles

on the opposite side as shown in Figure 2 to determine the value for 7. However, if the two

triangles for the particle and anti-particle decays are not identical, the WM-II is ruled out.

B~ —> nK , r]K Decays

Another method to measure the phase angle 7 is to use the following B decays: B~ —»

ir~K°, ir°K~, r}K~, and B~ —» 7r~7r° [14] . This method requires the construction of the

triangle mentioned in eq.(7)

V2A(tf-7r°) - 2A(7?°7T-) = VEA{K-ri&). (30)

In the spectator model, the contributions to A(K°ir~) from the tree operators vanish [27].

To a good approximation, one has

11



ASM{K^-) = ASM(K\+) . (31)

These amplitudes do not have weak phases. They can be normalized to be real. From Figure

3, one can determine the two amplitudes B and B which are given by

B =

B = V2ASM(K+ir0) - ASM(K°K+). (32)

Using SU(3) relation in eq.(9), one obtains

B-B = -i2x/2e" r |^4|AsM(7r-7r0)|sin7 , (33)

The angle 6T denotes the strong final state rescattering phase of the tree amplitude of B (or

B). It is clear that sin7 can be determined [14].

In the WM-I, the result will be different. In this case even in the spectator model,

Aw{K°ir~) is not equal to AwiK0^) because the new contribution proportional to

VtbVt*ajive
iaH. There is no common side for the triangles for the particle and anti-particle

decay amplitudes. No useful information about the phase 7 can be obtained. However if

experiments will find A(K°TT~) •£ A(K°ir+), it indicates that the SM may not be correct.

In the WM-II, the analysis is again very different. In the analysis for the SM, the decay

amplitudes for A(K°n~) and ASM(K°K+)
 a re normalize to be real. In the WM-II because

the additional term VtbVtse
taHaKv, °ne can no longer use this normalization. One needs

to find amplitudes which can serve as the orientation axis. To this end I note that the

amplitude B and B in the above only receive contributions from operators in the effective

Hamiltonian transforming as 15 under SU(3). The strong dipole penguin, which transforms

as 3, does not contribute, and therefore in the WM-II, B = B. One can normalize the

triangles by putting B and B on the real axis as shown in Figure 4. The phases of the

rest decay amplitudes can be easily read off from the figure. One particularly interesting

amplitude is la^l2sin2an- From Figure 4, one obtains

i^ • (34)
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Several comments on these measurements are in order: 1) In the SM, A(K°ir~) =

A(Kon+), This is not generally true in the Weinberg model. This can be used to test

the SM. 2) In the WM-II, B = B. This is a test for WM-II. In the SM and WM-I this

happens only when the strong rescattering phases are zero which is, however, unlikely. 3) If

SU(3) is a good symmetry, the quantity |a^ff|
2sm2aH is equal to \aTr\

2sin2cxH obtained in

eq.(25). This will serve as a test for the WM-II.

Rate differences in B° —> TT+TT" and B° —» K~TT+

In this section I comment on rate differences in B° —)• TT+TT~ and B° -+ K~TT+.

The decay amplitude for B° —»• K~7r+ can be written as

A(K-r+) = VubV:sTK-^ + VtbV*(PK~^ + •jf*"0**) • (35)

It has been shown that in the SU(3) limit, T{P)«+V- = T{P)K-K+, and a^ = aKv [22].

Here T(P)T+%- and anv are the corresponding amplitudes in AsA/(7r+7r~) given in eq.(8). In

the SM,

- f (7T-7T+) = -Im{VubV:dVtbVtd)Im{T^-P;+1,-y
«±7I
m n A _ r̂

(36)

where Aa6 = y/l - 2{ml + m2
b)/m

2
B -f (mj - ml)2/m4

B. One obtains [22]

) "

When SU(3) breaking effects are included,

The ratio is negative and of order one. In the Weinberg model, the prediction is very different.

In the WM-I, the situation is complicated. It is difficult to obtain useful information about

CP violating parameters. In the simpler case, the WM-II,

A(7T+7r~) Vtd VuhVudlmlT^+^-a'tr) + ^t&Vt£//m(.P7r+;r-a'tf) /r,n\
— = 1 ^ 7 ~ \ • (.""/

) Vts VubVuaIm(Tn+K-a*H) + VthVtJm{P^K-a*H)

13



This is very different from the SM prediction. The ratio can vary a large range. If the first

term dominates, A(n+n") / A(TT+K~) = VtdVud/Vt3Vus which is of order one. If the second

term dominates, the ratio is given by V?d/Vtl which is positive, but very small.

III. CONCLUSION

I have analyzed the consequences of several methods for measuring CP violating observ-

ables. These measurements can be used to distinguish different models for CP violation.

The isospin triangle relation among B° —> 7r+7r~, 7r°7r° and B~ —* 7r~7r° provides critical

information to correct strong penguin contamination in the determination of the phase

angle a. The same measurement also determine the phase angle a in the WM-I where

CP is violated both in the CKM and Higgs sectors. In the WM-II where CP is violated

spontaneously in the Higgs sector, one would obtain a very different value. The WM-II will

be tested.

The asymmetry in time evolution for B° —> iftKs is an idea place to determine (3 in the

SM. This is, however, not true for the WM-I because the contamination from the Higgs

induced strong dipole penguin operator. This measurement does not measure the true value

of /? in this case. In the WM-II the resulting ImX^K is very small. This measurement again

provides a test for the WM-II.

The triangle relation among B~ —> K~D°, K°D°, K~DQP provides a clean way to

measure the phase angle 7 in both the SM and WM-I. Combining these measurement and the

previous measurements for a and /?, it is possible to distinguish the SM and WM-I because

in the SM the true /? is measured in J5° —> 4>Ks, whereas in the WM-I the measurement is

contaminated. If the sum of the three phase angles is 180°, the SM is the correct one. If the

WM-II is the correct model, experiments will find the triangles for particle and anti-particle

decays to be identical.

The method to measure 7 using B —* Kw, Krj, irir will provide different results for

the three models. In principle the three models of CP violation can be distinguished. This

14



analysis is based on a triangle relation obtained in SU(3) symmetry. The validity of SU(3)

flavor symmetry has not been established. One should be careful when carry out this

analysis. SU(3) breaking effects may change the results. Detailed study is needed.

Another way to distinguish models for CP violation is to use the rate asymmetry

A(7r+7r~) and A(ir+K~). The SM and Weinberg model have very different predictions.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. The isospin triangle for B -> TTTT. In the SM and WM-I, Ax =

A2 = V2e*AsM,w(K-x°), A 3 = ^/2^ASMtw{^% and A1 = e M ) *

A2 = V^e-^AsM.wi^^0), A 3 = V^e-^AsMwi*0*0)- In t he W M - I I , t h e same as for t he

WM-I except that all weak phases a, /? and 7 are zero.

Ai

FIG. 2. The triangle relation for B -» KD. Ax = V2ASM,w(K~DCp), A2 = ASMMK~D°),

A3 = ASMiW(K-D°), and Ax = V2ASM,w{K+DCp), A2 = ASMMK+D0), A3 = ASM,w(K+D0)
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FIG. 3. The triangle relation for B -+ Kir, Kr\ in the SM

A2 = 2ASM(I<°K-), A3 = S/6ASM(K-TJS), and Ax =

= \/2ASM{K~V0),

2 = 2ASM(K°n+),

> . Ai

A

As

FIG. 4. The triangle relation for B -*• KIT, KT\ in the WM-II. Ax = V2Aw{K°Tr-),

A2 = 2Aw(K~Tt°), A3 = V6Aw(K~rt8), and Ar = V2Aw(K°n+), A2 = 2Aw(K+r°),

A3 = V
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